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What, exactly, makes a thing theatre? That straightforward question has turned on its head by
the COVID-19 pandemic, which made the conventional theatrical experience all but impossible.

Though one could make a strong argument for Ich Bin Ein Berliner, the entirely produced audio
play now available for streaming through Theatre Lab, not being theatre at all. I did feel
something of that old in-the-audience high when I attended the “play”s live launch event this
past weekend. No live actors were present, but the appropriately masked and distanced guests
did get to enjoy an atmospheric war-torn “set” and some pre and post-show live music from
talented local band Hola Hi.

There was a palpable sense of enthusiasm among the crowd for what was likely one of the �rst
few in-person theatre events that any of us had attended in months. The �rst day of summer
energy, or maybe closer to a just-out-of-prison-energy, but perhaps it’s in poor taste to be
joking about prison when far graver infringements on freedom than those we endured during
our quarantine are Ich Bin Ein Berliner’s primary subject. 

That would be those imposed by two communist regimes, the comparison between which
forms Ich Bin Ein Berliner’s core: the one that ended in the Berlin Wall’s cathartic crumbling, and
the Cuban Castro regime is still in power today. It’s an intensely personal af�nity to playwright
Vanessa Garcia, whose family was one of many that �ed Cuba’s atrocities to search for peace on
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Miami’s more accessible shores. Garcia, playing herself, goes on to tell us the story of her
reckoning with that af�nity and her Cuban heritage. And though the play’s intensely personal
nature gives it much of its power, its entrenchment in the person may also be its primary �aw.

This is not my �rst time tangling with an audio play. Still, Ich Bin Ein Berliner was explicitly
crafted for the medium and presented with a video accompaniment made it a far different
experience than listening to a more conventional theatre piece merely adapted to the audio
form. The photographs and animated sequences certainly added more texture to the story than
could be achieved with audio alone; in one poignant moment, Garcia’s recounting of her father’s
death from a heart attack is movingly coupled with a visual of a disappearing heart. And when
Garcia tells us about Chris Gueffroy, the last man shot before the Berlin Wall came down, we are
stricken by a photograph of his haunting human face.

These animations are sometimes used for comedic effect, particularly in clever classroom scenes
that also serve to provide background knowledge about the Berlin Wall’s construction events for
audience members who aren’t in the know. But these expository sequences also added to my
sense that Ich Bin Ein Berliner hasn’t entirely made it over the border that separates a work
intended to convey a message. However beautifully and entertainingly, to one that tells a
cohesive and satisfying story. 

I certainly don’t want to downplay the importance of or at all disagree with Ich Bin Ein
Berliner’s urgent political purpose. Still, the fact that Garcia’s “arc” was mainly intellectual
discovery and re�ection seemed to rob the story of any real tension. Her desire to understand
her intense reaction to the fall of the Berlin wall eventually transforms into a desire to travel to
Cuba, which ignites some familial tensions physically. Still, the trip she ultimately takes is one
that even she describes as a “false entry” given that the country itself is still not free. We don’t
grasp the stakes that that speci�c event has for Garcia’s understanding of her roots or herself as
a character. 

Though Ich Bin Ein Berliner made passing reference to the Holocaust, it also didn’t quite connect
its two historical subjects to a broader theme of combatting injustice and �nding solidarity with
fellow victims of oppression, which might have made for an even more powerful message.
Garcia’s journey still moved me, but I do thus see how someone without a connection to the
subject matter might fail to connect to the story as a whole.

But Ich Bin Ein Berliner is still de�nitely worth a look, especially since you don’t even have to
leave your couch to check it out! Rich, witty dialogue, a vibrant emotional core, and excellent
performances by a predominantly Latinx cast of talented South Florida actors give this play a hell
of a lot more heart than anything you might queue up on Net�ix. However, I’m also still hesitant
to call it a “play.” 

Are audio recordings and projected visuals things that can be used in the service of a theatre
piece? Sure, and once the pandemic is over, I’d love to see how creatively theatre artists are apt
to put them to work! But do those things constitute theatre in and of themselves? For fear of
disrespecting the element of live performance that makes our art form so visceral and
enervating, I’d have to say, no, not exactly. 

But these days, such compromises are about the best we can do. The mere fact of having
gathered to take in a story with other human beings gave the premiere an air of occasion and
emotional weight that could never be replicated if I had just watched it alone in front of a
computer screen. I also would have lost out on a chance to catch one of the �rst public
performances of a new song by Hola Hi, directly inspired by the play that preceded it.
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This song was one of the most moving parts of the evening—and to see how artists can inspire
each other and inspire empathy despite everything the pandemic’s thrown at us is certainly
nothing to take for granted these days. I hope that kind of collaborative spirit is still alive and
well when it is again safe to gather more freely once COVID �nally starts to loosen its deadly
grasp. And let’s not forget those whose con�nement is not so temporary—those still trapped
against their will in countries that deny them their autonomy—even then.
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